Rhodes Scholar
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In the selection of Rhodes Scholars, emphasis is placed upon such qualities of character and personality as are considered most likely to put the individual to work for the public good. The Rhodes Scholarship was instituted in 1907 by the will of Cecil John Rhodes, whose hope was that international educational exchange would build increased international understanding and eventually foster world peace. Scholarships cover the bulk of ordinary college and university fees as well as living expenses of Rhodes Scholars while abroad.

Strong is the twelfth student at the institution to receive a Rhodes award, eight of which have come here since World War II.

by TELEGRAM!

There's nothing like a telegram to give the team a big boost just before a tough game away from home. Just descend on Western Union. Make your message as witty...as crazy as you like. The boys will know you're there rooting them on.

Just descend on Western Union. Make your message as witty...as crazy as you like. The boys will know you're there rooting them on.

No need to order...just descend on Western Union. Make your message as witty...as crazy as you like. The boys will know you're there rooting them on.

And as a matter of fact, telegrams are perfect for any occasion...birthdays, anniversaries or making a date. Just descend on Western Union.

Lucky Droolides! Loads of 'Em!

WHAT'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below.

Lucky Droolides* are pouring in! Lucky Droolides* are pouring in! Lucky Droolides* are pouring in! Lucky Droolides* are pouring in! Lucky Droolides* are pouring in! Lucky Droolides* are pouring in! Lucky Droolides* are pouring in!

These Droolides* are safe as an average cup of hot, black coffee. No need to order...just descend on Western Union. Make your message as witty...as crazy as you like. The boys will know you're there rooting them on.